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“On Your Own”:
• Is the tense of each underlined verb present, 

past, or future?

1.) The Olympic games started in ancient Greece.
2.) Today’s Olympics developed from Greek 

festivals.
3.) Until the seventy-seventh festival, the games 

lasted only one day.
4.) Now they last for two weeks.
5.) Olympic athletes become heroes to the public.
6.) Thousands of people will attend the next 

Olympics.



Principal Parts
• You have already learned about the present, past, 

and future tense. Verbs have others tenses too. All 
the tenses of a verb come from four basic forms. 
These basic forms are the principal parts of the verb.

• The present participle and the past participle are 
always used with a helping verb.

Verb Present 
Participle

Past Past 
Participle

work (is) working worked (has) worked

share (is) sharing shared (has) shared

cry (is) crying cried (has) cried

hop (is) hopping hopped (has) hopped



“Try It Out”:

Create a chart and write the present 
participle, past, and the past participle of 
the following verbs.

1. hike

2. wait

3. drop

4. ban

5. dry

6. walk



Perfect Tenses
• You have learned the three simple tenses of verbs- present, past, and 

future. For each simple tense there is also a perfect tense- present 
perfect, past perfect, and future perfect. Each perfect tense is formed 
with the helping verb have and a past participle. The chart below 
shows the form of have. 

Subject Forms of Have

Singular 
I
you
he, she, it and singular nouns

have, had
have, had
has, had

Plural
we
you
they and plural nouns

have, had
have, had
have, had



• In the perfect tenses, the past participle form of 
the verb stays the same. The form of the helping 
verb changes to show the tense.

Use the present perfect tense 
to express action that took 
place at an indefinite time in 
the past. The action may still 
be going on.

The band has played two songs.

Use the past perfect tense for 
an action in the past that was 
completed before another 
action took place.

The band had played two songs 
before you arrived.

Use the future perfect tense 
for an action that will be 
completed before another 
action in the action. 

The band will have played many 
more songs before the concert 
ends.



“Try It Out”:

• What is the tense of the underlined verb in 
each sentence?

1. Kate had learned that music before.

2. She has practiced it over and over.

3. By the time she performs it, she will have 
rehearsed it a dozen times.

4. Had you ever listened to the piece before 
Kate played it?



“On Your Own”:

Principal Parts Chart: Create a chart and write 
the present participle, past, and the past 
participle of the following verbs.

1. climb

2. press

3. bury

4. stop



Perfect Tenses
• Write the correct form of have for the tense shown in 

parentheses.

1. In 2000 B.C., Egyptians used a trumpet as a battle 
signal. Many types of trumpets _____ appeared since 
then. (present perfect)

2. By the Middle Ages, trumpets _____ reached a length 
of six feet or more. ( past perfect)

3. The trumpet _____ included valves since the 1820s. 
(present perfect)

4. Who knows what changes trumpeters ______ 
invented a few hundred years from now? (future 
perfect)

5. _______ music ________ changed drastically by 
then? (future perfect)



Irregular Verbs

Verb Present Participle Past Past Participle

be is being was has been

blow is blowing blew has blown

do is doing did has done

drive is driving drove has driven

fly is flying flew has flown

freeze is freezing froze has frozen

have is having had has had

lend is lending lent has lent

make is making made has made

Ring is ringing rang has rung

See is seeing saw has seen

speak is speaking spoke has spoken



The past and present participle of some verbs 
are not formed by adding –ed. These verbs are 

irregular verbs.

Verbs Present 
Participle

Past Past Participle

steal is stealing stole has stolen

swim is swimming swam has swum

take is taking took has taken

tear is tearing tore has torn

throw is throwing threw has thrown

write is writing wrote has written



“Try It Out”:

• What is the correct verb for each sentence?
• Is the verb regular or irregular?

1. Have you (took, taken) art classes?
2. Randy has (study, studied) art since 

kindergarten.
3. My instructor (be, was) a portrait painter for 

years.
4. What (made, make) this work of art better than 

the other?
5. I have (saw, seen) oil paintings and watercolors.
6. I have (wrote, written) about the paintings. 



“On Your Own”:

• Create a chart and write the present participle, 
past, and the past participle of the following 
verbs. Is the verb regular or irregular?

1. steal

2. ring

3. mail

4. tear

5. love

6. do



“On Your Own”:
• What is the correct verb for each 

sentence?

1. Our art class has (did, done) good work.

2. Our teacher (spoke, spoken) to us about 
our work.

3. Have you (took, taken) art classes?

4. I have (wrote, written) captions for my 
drawings. 


